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Abstract. In this paper, the depth images and the
colour images provided by Kinect sensors are used to
enhance the accuracy of human detection. The depth-
based human detection method is fast but less accurate.
On the other hand, the faster region convolutional neu-
ral network-based human detection method is accurate
but requires a rather complex hardware configuration.
To simultaneously leverage the advantages and relieve
the drawbacks of each method, one master and one
client system is proposed. The final goal is to make
a novel Robot Operation System (ROS)-based Percep-
tion Sensor Network (PSN) system, which is more ac-
curate and ready for the real time application. The
experimental results demonstrate the outperforming of
the proposed method compared with other conventional
methods in the challenging scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Human detection is an important and interesting re-
search area in the computer vision. The applications of
human detection systems, in both academic and com-
mercial environments, are implemented widely espe-

cially in the surveillance system, and for robot human
interaction fields [1] and [2]. Recently, remarkable at-
tempts such as [2] and [3] have been proposed to make
the human detection tasks robust in the cluster en-
vironments. The challenges of these issues are that
humans are normally occluded by others and the ob-
jects looking like humans are misclassified as humans.
The widely-used methods are Histogram of Gradient
(HOG)-based methods [4] and [5]. These methods try
to build the histogram of the gradient maps from the
training images. Subsequently, these features maps
are used to train Support Vector Machine (SVM) fea-
tures [6]. As SVM is calculated based on the gradi-
ents of images, the advantages of HOG-based meth-
ods include their simplicity, robustness to illumination
changes and speed of detection of human beings. Ac-
cordingly, these methods are commonly used to detect
pedestrians where the histogram of gradient maps of
pedestrians indicates a difference with the objects in
street [7] and [8].

The HOG-based methods, however, are not effective
in detecting the humans who are not in the standard
standing position, such as for instance a rear side ap-
pearing, or a sitting human being. In these methods,
the humans are detected using only the colour informa-
tion. To address the limitations of colour information
such as light condition, similar colour of humans and
other objects, other methods also consider the depth
information to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of
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human detection [9] and [10]. Note that recently, depth
cameras such as Kinect [11] have become widespread.
The depth blobs are classified according to which body
part they belong and human joints are constructed
from the training databases including a vast number
of depth maps. The Openni method [12] leverages the
advantage of depth information to enhance human de-
tection in cluster environment. Because this method
relies on depth information to detect any humans in the
scenes, the three-dimensional (3D) information, and
the region where the detected human occupied referred
to as the Region of Interest (ROI), can be easy to be
obtained. ROI is a two-dimensional (2D) rectangular
with the locations at the top corner 2D coordinates,
width and height. 3D information includes row, col-
umn index and depth value. This information is sig-
nificantly useful in advance computer vision tasks such
as human tracking, gesture, and action recognition. In
addition, based on the depth information, containing
different depth values for individual regions when it
comes to humans in the foreground and other objects
in the background in the cluster environment, these
methods are obviously quick and require a simple hard-
ware configuration. One of the most powerful features
of Openni is that the human candidates identified by
means of the depth images are available almost imme-
diately after the human being has appeared in the scene
thanks to the depth values discrimination in the depth
maps. Although the human candidates are quickly
available, in order to reduce the false detection rates,
the Openni method takes a certain time to calibrate
the human candidate skeleton joints against the stan-
dard joints distances already trained by the databases.
The calibration time commonly takes up to two sec-
onds from the moment the human being has appeared
in the scene. Where the calibration is not successful,
the detected human candidate is not assigned any ROI
information. As the result of the available ROI, in-
formation such as information Identification (ID) and
3D location of this candidate is not available. The
processes of Openni at clients are depicted in Fig. 1.
To enhance the detection accuracy and speed, the bur-
den of the calibration task of the Openni-based method
must be removed.

The deep learning convolutional neural network has
been developed over decades [13]. Human detection
and human action recognition methods based on these
networks have been researched intensively in theory.
These methods have proved their powers in terms of
accuracy [14]. The unique features of each object are
established through a deep learning in large neural net-
works. The biggest difficulty, which makes the train-
ing processes of deep learning difficult to converge, is
that there are a large number of filters coefficients,
called free parameters, which need to be estimated
from the convolutional neural network layers. Re-
cently, the advanced technologies in computer graphic,

such as Compute Unified Device Architecture CUDA
[15], or NVIDIA CUDA Deep Neural Network CuDNN
[16], enable parallel computing and multiple threads
to be processed in separate graphic cards with their
own Graphic Processing Unit (GPU). Consequently,
the running time necessary to obtain the convergence
of training these networks has dropped significantly,
making deep learning-based methods’ use in real ap-
plications viable. Since the features of the objects
can be identified, the most significant achievement of
these deep learning-based methods is their high accu-
racy rate in object classification. The advances in ob-
ject detection, including object localizations and ob-
jects classification, are driven by the success of state-
of-the-art-convolutional network (ConvNet)-based ob-
ject detectors called the Region-based Convolutional
Network method (RCNN) [17]. Comparing with the
conventional methods such as colour HOG-based and
depth-based Openni, these methods still have some
drawbacks such as heavy computation time, or the
need of expensive and powerful hardware configura-
tion. These limitations pose a problem when imple-
menting these methods at remote client sites where the
requirement for high hardware configuration is hard to
be satisfied. It is worth to know that in order to detect
a human being at remote sites, the hardware configu-
ration should have a compact size. The deployment of
the advanced technologies of high configuration graphic
hardware into a compact size requires a certain time.
In addition, the cost of implementation of high config-
uration both computers and graphic cards have to be
taken into account during the implementation. Fur-
thermore, because these methods detect objects based
on the colour information without any depth dimen-
sion, the 3D locations of detected humans are not avail-
able. In addition, the depth information is not used;
these deep learning-based methods do not take into
consideration the human joints which are obtained eas-
ily by the Openni method.

Recently, numerous efforts to reduce the complexity
and the computational time of objection classification
based on deep learning methods have been carried out.
Simple features and effective region searching schemes
are the basic ideas of the region proposal methods. The
analysis of an image provided by the Selective Search
method [18] to identify any high potential of objects
locations usually returns only rough localization and
must be refined to obtain precise localization. Solu-
tions to these problems often compromise speed, accu-
racy, or simplicity of streamlining the training process.
Spatial Pyramid Pooling networks (SPPnets) [19] were
proposed to reduce the execution time of RCNN by
sharing computation. SPPnets accelerate RCNN up to
100 times at the test time. The training time is also
reduced three times because of the proposal feature ex-
traction efficiency. Besides, there are still some notable
issues of SPPnets. Similar to RCNN, training steps of
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SPPnets include learning features, fine-tuning a net-
work with log loss, training SVMs, and finally find-
ing the best fitting bounding box. Note that the big
amount of disk space is used to store the learned fea-
tures. Simultaneous learning to classify object propos-
als and refinement of their spatial locations to reduce
the execution time is achieved in a single stage train-
ing algorithm called Fast RCNN [20]. An entire image
and a set of object proposals are fed to this network.
Several convolutional (CONV) and max pooling lay-
ers process the input data to produce a CONV feature
map. Then, for each Region of Interest (ROI) of the
object proposal, pooling layer extracts a fixed-length
feature vector from the feature map.

These features then are processed by fully connected
(fc) layers that finally result into two sibling output
layers. The first layer produces softmax probability es-
timates over L object classes plus a catch-all "back-
ground" class. The second layer returns four real-
valued numbers of bounding-box positions (ROI) in-
cluding 2D location row, column indexes in the in-
put image, width, and height for each of the L ob-
ject classes. The resulting method can train a very
deep detection network VGG16 [21] nine times faster
than RCNN and three times faster than SPPnets. The
speed-up of runtime has been achieved. It takes 0.3 s to
obtain detection network processes images (excluding
the object proposal time). A simpler training scheme
is presented in Faster RCNN [22] (FRCNN). Alternat-
ing between fine-tuning for the region proposal task
and fine-tuning for object detection, while keeping the
proposals fixed is the main idea of FRCNN to make
its scheme converge more rapidly. As a result, these
modifications produce a unified network with CONV
features that are shared between both tasks. Running
on GPU, the resulting detection with very deep net-
work VGG16 has a frame rate of 5 fps, while achiev-
ing state-of-the-art object detection accuracy using 300
proposals per image. Thus, this method is a prac-
tical object detection system in terms of both speed
and accuracy. The burden of detection time for the
tested image with the big size is still present in the
FRCNN. One of the solutions reduces the size of the
tested image before conducting object detection but
this solution also reduces the accuracy rate. The is-
sues of Openni and FRCNN are summarized in Tab. 1.
In this paper, the advantages of Openni and FRCNN
are combined. A proposed Perception Sensor Network
(PSN) system, including various Kinect cameras (PSN
units) acting as system perception parts, is used to de-
tected and track humans appearing in the Field of View
(FOV) of Kinects in PSN. There are threefold aspects
of the proposed method. Firstly, the client and master
system with a simple hardware configuration at client
sites is proposed to reduce the investment budget and
network workload. Secondly, the detection time is re-
duced as the detection of a human candidate by Openni

is implemented at the client with simple hardware con-
figuration; and these candidates are verified at master
with high hardware configuration by advanced faster
FRCNN method. This system configuration reduces
the complexity of the client, the burden of calibration
steps of the Openni method and exploits the accuracy
of FRCNN efficiently. Finally, the 3D locations are es-
timated from the final detected ROIs immediately after
the successful human detection.

The structure of the paper is as follows: part 2 intro-
duces the PSN system, and the next section describes
the solution for detection of humans based on the pro-
posed system. Then, the experimental results of the
proposed method are provided. The last section con-
tains the conclusion.

Depth 
Maps

Detect 
Human 

Candidates

Location 
Estimation

tracking

Calibration 
successes ?

Reject 
CandidateNo

Yes

Fig. 1: Block diagram of Openni tracking method.

Tab. 1: The advantages and disadvantages of Openni and FR-
CNN.

Openni FRCNN
advantage disadvantage advantage disadvantage
Need low High false High accu- Need high
hardware detection rate racy rate hardware
Human Human
mask Calibration Multiclass mask

and 3D slow detection and 3D
available unavailable

2. Perception Sensor Network

To detect human, PSN system uses Openni, which is
wrapped in a package of a Robot Operation System
(ROS) [23]. ROS, an open source Linux and a master
client communication platform, is widely implemented
in robotics fields. Each PSN unit acts as the single node
of ROS and communicates with other PSN units under
the control of a server acting as the master of ROS.
In PSN, the novel ROS-based package called Openni
[12] is installed on the PSN units which use Kinects
to detect the humans appearing in Kinect FOVs. Sub-
sequently, 3D distance and 2D ROI of these detected
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humans is provided. Specifically, the location of hu-
mans can be detected easily by finding the human body
joints, which is supported very effectively by the avail-
able open source libraries in [12]. After presenting the
detected humans, these humans are tracked by PSN
and location and name is published as ROS topics in
the system.

Fusion and verification

/human

Remote client units 

Kinect id2

Kinect id1

Kinect id3

Kinect id4

Trackingname 
assignment 

Gesture 
evaluation

advance applications

ROS
master

ROS
clients

/human_candidate

Master unit 

Fig. 2: Modules of PSN.

Fusion and verification modules are installed at the
master side. By subscribing the /human_candidate
topics which are advertised by all PSNs units, these
modules accumulate all detected humans. After verify-
ing, fusion rules will remove the redundant humans and
keep the correct number of detected humans. The loca-
tions, ROIs of these humans are advertised in PSNs to
use for the advanced application, such as name assign-
ment, human tracking, and gesture evaluation. The
module blocks, topics subscribing and publishing are
depicted in Fig. 2. To detect and track humans, the
PSN system uses four Kinects numbered as id1, id2, id3
and id4; two pairs (Kinects id1 and id2, and Kinects
id3 and id4) are configured by the parallel setting; and
two pairs (Kinects id1 and id3, and Kinects id2 and
id4) are configured by the orthogonal setting.

3. Fusion Detected Human
Method

Figure 3 contains the diagram of the proposed method.
The figure shows that the system is divided into two
main parts: the modules at the remote client site and
the modules at the master server site. Note that the

ROS-based method is the client and server platform
where all the topics are controlled by the master node.
The remote client side includes one Kinect connected
with one mini pc such as Raspberry Pi [24]. The mas-
ter node is installed on a workstation computer with
a separate powerful graphic card. The simple pro-
cesses, which require the low hardware configuration,
are deployed at the clients. Complex and computa-
tional processes requiring a powerful hardware config-
uration are implemented at the master site.

Depth 
Maps

Detect 
Human 

Candidates

Location 
Estimation

Noise filter

Calibration 
verification
by FRCNN

Reject 
CandidateNo

Yes

Master unit 
site

PSN unit site

Color ROIs
/human_
candidate

/human

Fig. 3: Block diagram of proposed method.

At the client site, Openni-based human tracking is
installed. Based on the depth images ROS topics
provided by Kinect, human joint structures are ob-
tained. Once the human candidates have been de-
tected and human joints constructed, Openni requires
certain amount of time to calibrate these joints struc-
ture with the standard joints structure in the trained
database. Where the calibration has failed, the hu-
man location is not available as one can observe in
Fig. 4. Otherwise, the location of detected humans is
advertised as ROS topics call /detector. It is worth
noting that the calibration is the main disadvantage of
Openni. Besides, the human-look alike-objects can be
falsely detected as humans, especially where there are
objects such as chairs (see Fig. 5). To overcome the
above-described limitations and to enhance the detec-
tion time as well as to reduce the detection errors for
human-look alike-objects, the calibration step within
Openni at the remote client side is ignored. Further-
more, to replace the verification roles of Openni cali-
bration steps, the FRCNN installed at the server site
will be used. Specifically, the flow chart of ROS topics
running in this system can be observed in Fig. 2. The
human candidates of Openni are packed and published
as /human_candidate topics then subscribed by the
master node. The detector candidate topics indicate
the initial human ROI and location parameters, which
possibly include the false errors. These parameters are
refined and corrected at the master site. In order to do
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3D locat

available
calibratio

3D location 
is not availbe

due to the 
delay of 

calibration 

Id: 1, ROI: 66,307
x: 0,67, y: 0.70, x: 2,97

Fig. 4: 3D location of calibrating successfully and unsuccessful
cases.

Fig. 5: Object (chair) is considered as detected human. (a) hu-
man candidate masks in depth image, (b) human can-
didate ROIs are denoted as rectangles.

so at the master site, one module subscribes these top-
ics as the inputs for faster FRCNN. Note that for ob-
ject classification tasks of the original FRCNN, the first
step is to perform object localization within the tested
images. This step is the most time-consuming feature
of the deep learning-based object classification meth-
ods. In the proposed method, object localization is re-
placed by the results of Openni. Specifically, from sub-
scribing human candidate ROIs provided by Openni,
the corresponding ROIs from a colour image of Kinect
are published as ROS topics and are subscribed by the
FRCNN module at the master.

The next step is that the FRCNN use these regions,
considered as the human candidate in colour image, to
make the classification decisions, i.e. whether this can-
didate is a real human being. Normally the FRCNN
can classify up to 300 proposal classes with VGG16
networks [21]. The assignment of the tested objects to
individual classes is performed based on the percent-
age scores given by FRCNN networks. The sum of all
classes’ scores is 100 %. The class with the highest
score is the class of the tested object. The proposed
system uses FRCNN to ascertain whether the two hu-
man candidate locations are human or not. The human

location is refined by only taking the ROI of the hu-
man candidate. This will relieve the region proposal
step of FRCNN in finding the object candidate. As
a result, these proposed modifications of the original
FRCNN reduce the execution time significantly and
make the system suitable for a simpler convolutional
neural network, allowing addressing the human detec-
tion issues. In brief, our system is a detection system
where Openni is in charge of the human localization
tasks and FRCNN is in charge of human verification
tasks. The candidates of Openni are accepted as hu-
mans if FRCNN confirms these candidates are humans.
After refining ROI, the final /human topics including
3D location obtained from the correspondence ROI in
depth image and refined ROI parameters are published
in the ROS system.

To further reduce the complexity, the human candi-
date identified by Openni and confirmed by FRCNN
will be recognized by the system as the human for sev-
eral consecutive frames. If the 3D Euclidian distance
calculated using Eq. (2) between the human location
verified by FRCNN and location of human candidate
provided by Openni is qt, the verification processes of
this candidate qt by FRCNN at master, as described
above, will be triggered. This process reduces the com-
plexity and execution time because the ROS nodes,
which instated FRCNN at the master, have to sub-
scribe the human candidate topic after a certain pe-
riod of time. The human location can be tracked at
the next frame by the conventional tracking method
such as particle filter or Kalman filter.

dis
(
pt, qt

)
=

√(
xt
p − xt

q

)2
+
(
ytp − ytq

)2
+
(
ztp − ztq

)2
.

(1)
The ROI sizes provided by FRCNN are quite different
between two consecutive frames of video sequences. In
the real situation, the change of the ROI size between
these frames is very little. To make the ROI of the
final detected human more stable, it is recalculated by
averaging the size of ROIs in the previous frame pt−1

and the current frame. The size of ROI of the previous
frame does not exceed threshold Tr in comparison with
the current frame ROI of person pt as shown in Eq. (2).
In this paper, we set Tr = 400. Where this threshold
is exceeded, the current size returned by Openni or
FRCNN is ignored.

size
(
ROI

(
pt
))

− size
(
ROI

(
pt−1

))
< Tr. (2)

In addition, to differentiate between human and chair
object during the human candidate verification pro-
cesses of FRCNN, the score for the chair object is con-
sidered. If this score exceeds the predefined threshold,
this human candidate will be discarded by the system.
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4. Experimental Results

The PSN system uses four Kinects whose Fields of
View (FOV) partially overlapped. Note that the par-
allel configurations are applied to the pair of Kinects
1 and 2, and the pair of Kinects 3 and 4. The orthog-
onal configurations are applied to the pair of Kinects
1 and 3, and the pair of Kinects 2 and 4. This config-
uration increases the FOV of the system to be robust
in detecting any partially overlapping humans. The
detected human from Kinects is fused to remove the
redundant and keep the human with the bigger ROI.
The results of the proposed method are compared with
the conventional Openni method and FRCNN method
in terms of subjective evaluations and numerical evalu-
ations. We set up the test scenarios, which include the
group of people appearing in the FOV of Kinects. The
setting can be observed in Fig. 6(b), with the two hu-
man staying close and touching together creating one
group. In addition, in the testing environment, there
are several human-alike-objects, such as chair, door,
and table. In terms of subjective comparisons, the re-
sults returned by the Openni method are displayed in
Fig. 6. Note that the calibration step of Openni is
the step to remove the false detections but this bur-
den takes considerable time to finish. We modified
the original Openni by removing the calibration step of
Openni. As the calibration steps in Openni have been
disregarded to speed up detection processes, look-like-
humans, such as chair, table, and door, can easily be
falsely detected as humans. Furthermore, detecting a
group of humans touching each other as a single hu-
man being is another problem and can be observed for
the group of two humans in FOV of Kinect 1. These
errors can be clearly seen in Fig. 7(a). The results
of the proposed method, which combines Openni and
FRCNN, fix the false detection and touching objects
issues of the Openni method (see Fig. 7(b)). The hu-
man candidates of the Openni method (the rectangular
ROI) in Fig. 7(a) are sent to the PSN units to be ver-
ified by FRCNN at the remote master unit. Note that
at the master unit, the powerful hardware configura-
tion that supports the advanced deep learning compu-

Fig. 6: Touched objects are considered to belong to human. (a)
human candidate mask in depth image, (b) human can-
didate ROI is denoted as rectangle.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Touched objects are considered to belong to human. (a)
human candidate mask in depth image, (b) human can-
didate ROI is denoted as rectangle.

tations, is deployed. Due to the accuracy of FRCNN,
the falsely detected ROI regions of the door, chair, and
table are eliminated, allowing identification of the hu-
man being. Furthermore, the ROIs of the touching hu-
man group are classified as two humans with separated
ROIs by FRCNN. These ROIs detected by FRCNN are
sent back to the PSN units to calculate 3D locations.
Figure 8 displays other results, showing the benefits
of the proposed method. The human and the chair
in the first frame are detected by Openni as humans.
After the verification by FRCNN, only blue ROIs are
classified as belonging to a real human being.

Table 2 displays the numerical comparisons between
the proposed method and the Openni method. The
criterions Miss Rate (MR), False Positive Rate (FPR),
are calculated for each tested tracking method. Specif-
ically, the miss rate indicates the ratio of the number
of frames where the human is mistracked to the num-
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Fig. 8: ROI separation by FRCNN for touching objects (a) hu-
man candidate mask in depth image, (b) human can-
didate ROI is denoted as rectangle, (c) the real human
ROI is denoted as blue rectangle.

Tab. 2: Accuracy Comparisons.

Method Miss rate False positive
rate

Openni with calibration 9.86 % 8.19 %
FRCNN 4.46 % 4.69 %

Proposed method 5.53 % 5.22 %

ber of the frames where a human is tracked. The false
positive rate indicates the ratio of the false positives
to the sum of false positives and true negatives. One
can observe that the results of the proposed method
are significantly higher than those obtained by Openni
and slightly lower than those obtained by FRCNN.

As regards the computational complexity (Tab. 3),
the detection time of the proposed method is compared
with FRCNN and Openni with calibration. The de-
tection time of the proposed method includes the hu-
man candidate detection time at the PSN units by
Openni without any calibration and the verification
time by FRCNN at the master units. As regards FR-
CNN method, the execution time includes the time of
human localization and classification within the colour
images given by the Kinect cameras. Note that the
colour topic from the Kinect camera is the colour video
sequence with the resolution 640×480 and the ROI size
provided by Openni is much smaller than the original
size of the Kinects colour image. Since the detection
step of FRCNN in the proposed method is reduced
to a smaller size of human candidate ROIs provided
by Openni, (see Tab. 3) the running time of proposed
method is about two times lower than that of the orig-
inal FRCNN. One of the advantages of the proposed
method is that the full resolution colour images topics
of Kinects do not need to be published by the PSN
units in the PSN system. If these topics have to be
transmitted in the system to be used for human detec-
tion by the original FRCNN method, the network load
will increase significantly. The network load table for
the cases of the proposed method and original method
is provided in Tab. 4 for cases the PSN system includes
from one to four Kinects. For the proposed method,
the network load is reduced sharply.

Tab. 3: Execution time comparisons.

Method Processing time
Openni with calibration 0.80 s

FRCNN 0.32 s
Proposed method 0.18 s

Tab. 4: Network Load Comparisons.

Method FRCNN Proposed method
1 Kinect 2 Mb·s−1 1.5 Mb·s−1

2 Kinect 2.8 Mb·s−1 1.9 Mb·s−1

3 Kinect 3.5 Mb·s−1 2.5 Mb·s−1

4 Kinect 4.1 Mb·s−1 2.9 Mb·s−1

5. Conclusion

This paper addresses the issue of the detection of multi-
ple humans by means of multiple Kinect cameras using
the fusion approach between depth and colour informa-
tion. The respective advantages of Openni and FRNN
have been selectively incorporated. This approach can
yield accurate detection results even in challenging en-
vironment such as the noise of 3D human positions
when multiple humans stay close together. In addition,
the proposed method integrated as a package within
the Robot Operation System will help robots to deal
with the human beings tracking efficiently.
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